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A preliminary report from research undertaken within the SPeCTReSS project. 

My research conducted in Brazil in 2015 and 2016 as a part of SPeCTReSS project 

concentrated on massive, spectacular sport mega-events. It was the perfect moment for 

studying it as the country found itself right in the middle between the World Cup of 2014 and 

the Olympic Games of 2016. I’ve chosen this subject for two main reasons. First, the 

struggles around this kind of events epitomize the tension between local sovereignty (actors 

such as state power or city authorities) and global forces (the international sporting 

institutions and global capital). It may seem at the first glance that organizing a big sporting 

event brings a boost to country’s image that contributes to constructing its solid position in 

the community of nations. It is also said to contribute to local economy, making the given 

country strong on material level. However, a closer examination reveals a much complex and 

less self-evident picture – as a matter of fact organizing such a global sport mega-event is as 

much a boost to as an infringement on state’s sovereignty and does not necessarily make it 

more solid. This point is elaborated further on in the report. 

The second reason for choosing the object of my research was a very interesting 

compensational function that sport mega-events play in the (semi)peripheries. (I’m using here 

the term used in dependency and system theories by such theorists as Immanuel Wallerstein, 

Samir Amin or Andre Gunder Frank). These events are deeply implicated in performing a 

peripheral trauma of inferiority. I’ll come back to this issue later on. 

Massive, spectacular, international sports events may serve as a perfect example of 

cultural performance in service of national or even nationalistic identities. Individual athletes 

and national teams provide both a synecdoche for the nation and a screen of fantasy allowing 

for formation, articulation and reaffirmation of national belonging. Mass gatherings of fans as 



well as group identification with national teams offer rare opportunities for an imagined – and 

thus necessarily abstract – community of a nation to recognize itself as a concrete, living, 

collective body.

There’s an important affective dimension to the phenomena at hand. Both performing 

and watching sports provokes strong and collective emotions, so the massive sport events 

intervene in what may be called “a circuit of affects” to use the expression of Vladimir 

Safatle. Even an experience of sporting event mediated by TV retains this important 

characteristic (what also exemplifies a spectacular dimension of contemporary affective 

economy). Affects have an indelible corporeal dimension that allows for an embodiment of 

an imagined national community. Effort, struggle and triumph of national athletes open a 

space of projection for individual and collective aspirations reaffirming national pride and a 

sense of recognition that each national community strives for. It comes as no surprise that 

hosting a massive, international sport event – like Olympic Games or a Football World Cup – 

is often treated as an honor for sport fans, average citizens and national authorities. It is 

particularly the case in peripheral or semi-peripheral contexts – like the ones of Poland, 

Brazil, Qatar, Russia or China – where nation states that are dominated in an economic way 

or not sufficiently recognized on a symbolic level are eager to “show off” in order to reaffirm 

their position on international arena. It may be claimed that these kinds of events are a sort of 

cultural performance of inferiority trauma and have an important function of strengthening 

the sense of national pride and sovereignty.

This is, however, only one part of the picture. The ancient slogan panem et circenses 

(bread and games) has not lost its political edge, especially in the places where there is not 

enough bread. It may seem paradoxical that countries lacking resources to solve basic social 

problems – like affordable public healthcare, accessible state education or effective protection 

of natural environment – are willing to sacrifice enormous funds (literally tens of billions of 

dollars) to organize a major international sport event. Potential economic benefits – such as 

stimulating tourism or creating “national brand” that reinforces competitiveness of national 

industries – are often quoted as material reasons behind the expenses that are referred to, for 

these reasons, as “investments”. This is, however, an argument of purely phantasmatical 

nature: it puts forward a scenario for realizing the desire of economic success and material 

well-being, but it provides no mechanisms for achieving these goals. Do we really believe 

that Qatar would attract tourism and Russia would boost its competitive economic edge 



thanks to enormous resources put into organization of, respectively, the 2022 Mundial and the 

2014 Winter Olympics?

This feature of global sport events is very well illustrated by the example of Brazil’s 

World Cup in 2014. Organizing such an event always demands massive investments in 

infrastructure. It’s symptomatic that the rich countries are less and less willing to include this 

enormous burden in their public budgeting. They put gains and costs on a scale and in many 

cases – like California in the 1980ties and Sweeden in the last decade – they judge expanses 

not worth profits. However peripheral societies reason in different ways. Their elites want to 

show off to prove their international standing and thus to repress the trauma of material and 

symbolic inferiority. This explains a bizarre attitude of Brazil in preparations for the 2014 

World Cup. One of FIFA’s requirements was for the organizing country to have at least 8 

stadiums with seats for 60-80 thousand fans each. Brazil decided to raise the stakes and 

offered to have 12 stadiums ready for the Cup. It did not seam to matter that some of them, 

like the one in Manaus – an isolated city in the Amazonas where football fans community 

amounts to no more than a couple thousand individuals – would be used for no more than 2 

or 3 matches. This lack of material sense reveals a deeper phantasmatical rationality: the urge 

to avoid the unpleasant trauma of inferiority by overperforming. It turns out Brazil’s 

bargaining strategy vis-à-vis FIFA’s demands was less a reasonable state policy and more a 

cultural performance of inferiority trauma.

A combination of Marxist and psychoanalytical critical apparatus offers a better 

explanation of this apparent paradox. Todays sport and massive sport events have a deliberate 

function of channeling the class conflict into a politically safe territory: games make lack of 

bread easier to cope with and provide a safe way of collective acting out for both material and 

symbolic frustrations. As Lacanian psychoanalysis argues, a screen of fantasy serves a double 

purpose – in this case it provides not only canvas for a soul-inspiring picture of national 

greatness, but also a way of protecting the subject from her “objectively” painful situation: 

the Real of material poverty and symbolic inferiority (the psychoanalytical notion of trauma 

evokes precisely an unwanted, unintended and unbearable encounter with the Real). The 

more difficult these “objective” circumstances are, the more energy is required to screen them 

off which partially explains the willingness of poorer nations to sacrifice relatively bigger 

resources than richer countries for hosting global sporting events (there are, of course, other 

factors at play here). This is one of the rationale behind the continuous expansion of 



“capitalist-athletic complex” – as Brett St Louis labels the global sport industry – towards 

(semi)peripheral zones. 

This other, more sinister side of massive, spectacular, international sport events puts 

into question the assumed link between sports and national sovereignty. In order to organize 

such an event a country has to give up an important part of its sovereign prerogatives, 

including its essential aspects such as unique control over its justice and penitentiary system. 

It proves, contrary to popular believes, that national or nationalistic sentiments not always 

support sovereignty and do not automatically reinforce nation states as such. On some 

occasions – sometimes unwillingly, not purposefully and even in an unconscious manner – 

they act against national and local interests giving up to other, extra-states subjects. In this 

particular case – the forces of global capital. 

It seems very useful to apply here Karl Marx’s notions of formal and real subsumtion 

of social life under capital developed in Results of the Direct Production Process (a draft to 

the 6th Chapter of vol 1. of Capital not included in the final edition). They may be pertinent 

in describing the evolution of not only global sports institutions – like FIFA, UEFA or 

International Olympic Committee – towards more and more commercial character combined 

with equally more and more aggressive and dominant positions these institutions take, but 

also the obvious change that’s happening within the sport disciplines themselves (a growing 

role that money plays in organizing and performing professional sport). It looks like capital 

not only profits, as it was before, from this form of collective live (physical culture) that 

develops independently and autonomously from its rule, but is becoming directly engaged in 

the very production and reproduction of sports – and athletes – as such. It marks the new era 

of global entertainment industries that constitute an important part of contemporary 

immaterial, affective capitalism.

This dialectical nature of massive, spectacular, international sport events is epitomized 

in struggles around their organization and in confrontations of official and oppositional 

discourses surrounding them. There seems to be a growing opposition against 

neolibaralization of urban space, waste of public funds and reconfiguration of social relations 

provoked by these events. In some cases resistance turns out to be successful – in 2014 

Kraków’s (Poland) bid for organizing Winter Olympics was successfully challenged by local 

activists and city population despite the fact that Kraków was already shortlisted by IOC as a 

potential organizer of the games. In most cases a struggle against global sport events 



reinforces other emancipatory practices, linking with fight against poverty, gentrification, 

destruction of environment, destitution of indigenous communities etc. These practices of 

autonomous resistance provide a valuable context for diagnosing the tension between local 

and global interests, class positions, national sovereignty and forces of globalization.

This short reports outlines my research agenda in Brazil in 2015 and 2016. I’m 

currently working on a more detailed article that I hope to present at some pint during one of 

SPeCTReSS seminars/conferences/meetings and to include, if possible, in a book following 

the project if such a publications is planned. In this more detailed analysis I’m focusing on 

written materials – both printed and published online – that I gathered during these couple of 

months. Employing a discourse analysis approach I explore the way in which official and 

oppositional discourses surrounding sporting mega-events serve as recontextualization for 

practices and narrations dealing with socio-economic development and how they are used to 

express or to mask the trauma of (semi)peripheral inferiority.


